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A. B. Khalidov 

A MANUSCRIPT OF AN ANTHOLOGY BY AL-ABI 

Abi:t Sa'Td (or Abu Sa'd) Man~ur b. al-l:lusayn al-AbT is 
known as a literary and political figure of the late tenth -
early eleventh century. In describing al-AbT's native city in 
his .. Geographical Dictionary". Yaqut provides in passing 
some valuable information about him; it is virtually all that 
has come down to us [I] ... The town of Aba is located 
across from Siiwa [2] and is known among the populace by 
the name of Awa: this is undoubtedly [correct]. Its residents 
are Shi'ites. and the residents of Sawa are Sunnis; unceas
ing war is waged between these two cities because of reli
gious differences ... In my opinion. this is the place of origin 
of Abu sa·d Man~ur b. al-l:lusayn al-Abt. who was [repeat
edly] appointed the ruler of glorious regions and was 
friends with al-Sahib b. ·Abbad [3]. He later became a 1rn
~/r under Majd al-Dawla Rustam b. Fakhr al-Dawla b. 
Rukn al-Dawla b. Buwayh. He was an adlh, poet and com
piler of books. He is the author of Kitclb nathr al-durar. 
"History of al-Ray". and other works. His brother. Abu 
Man~ur Mul~ammad [4]. was one of the great kcltihs and 
glorious 1rn5rs who served the ruler ofTabaristan". 

The numerous sources on the history of the Buwayhids 
arc silent on the political activities of al-Abt. l:lajjT 
KhalTfa [5] terms him a wa~lr and gives the date of his 
death as 421 I 030. 

Al-AbT's "History of al-Ray" is known only because it 
is mentioned by Yaqut and al-SafadT [6]. In his poetic 
anthology Dumm! al-qa.yr 1rn '11.yrat ah/ al- 'a.yr [7]. 
al-BakharzT provides some satirical verses by al-AbT and 
speaks of his letters (rasii 'ii) and poems (qa.)·ii 'id) as being 
of high a11istic merit. Several verses by al-AbT arc appar
ently also cited in Tatimmat al-rat/ma by al-Tha'alibT [8]. 
Al-AbT's most signifaant contribution to Arabic literature is 
his seven-volume prose anthology. scattered sections of 
which are now held in various manuscript collections. The 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
posscs,;cs a two-volume manuscript containing the second 
and sixth volumes of the work [9]. Before describing the 
manuscript, wc touch on several questions about the work 
as a whole. 

Several variants of the work's title exist. The most 
extended is Killlh nathr al-durar wa nafa 'is al~jml'iwrfl-1-
mulnldarclt ( .. Book of Scattered Pearls and Precious Stones 
in Co~versation"). Our copy is entitled Killlh nathr al-durr 
( .. Book of Scattered Pearls"), and this brief title was 
preferred by W. Ahlwardt [IO] and l. Krachkovsky [I I]. 
We also note that, according to l:liijjT KhalTfa [ 12]. Kitclh 
nathr al-durr is an abridgement of a more voluminous work 
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by the same author - Nuzhat al-quhlb ("Delight of the 
Heart") - which has not come down to us. This is difficult 
to verify, as this is not clear from the anthology and is not 
confirmed by other sources. 

Information about the plan and volume of the work is 
contradictory, as not one repository possesses a complete 
copy. Among Arab authors, only l:lajjT Kha!Tfa provides 
a description [ 13]. According to him, the anthology is made 
up of seven volumes (mujallad), each of which features its 
own eloquent introduction (khu{ha) and consists of four 
sections (ja.yl) subdivided into chapters (Mb). His descrip
tion leaves the ratio of volumes to sections unclear. He then 
gives a summary of the contents of five chapters from the 
first section and indicates the main themes of the remaining 
three sections and the number of chapters in them. The 
Cairo [14] and Leiden [15] catalogues indicate that al-AbT's 
anthology consists of five sections. The Berlin [16] cata
logue gives seven sections or parts (juz '), with both terms 
considered identical in meaning. The Paris [ 17] catalogue 
speaks of a seven-volume anthology with an abridged redac
tion consisting or seven pa11s. Scholars who worked with 
the St. Petersburg manuscript considered it the second and 
sixth volumes of a seven-volume anthology [ 18]. Finally, in 
a dissertation on al-AbT's anthology, the American Arabist 
C. Owen [ 19] holds that the four volumes of the Cairo collec
tion contain the full work; he provides an overview of the 
contents, which coincides exactly with the information given 
by l:lajjT Kha IT fa about the four sections of the work. 

As for the St. Petersburg manuscript, we find that one 
volume bears on its title page the heading al-Juz' al-than/ 
min kitclh Nathr al-durr ("Second part of the book Nathr al
durr") and contains the end of the second section and third 
section in its entirety. The end of the manuscript: 

~').5 .::.JL.:.JI • .r.JI..) ·~ J _;L.:.JI • .r.JI _,>I 
..:,";L, J .J-:'..f L::J I .4> ..ii .4:>J I J ...A; I _,.;:.JI • L.J I 

'-'':L.J ~I .Ji ..fa. 3 ......_,._.~..fa. 

These concluding words indicate a discrepancy be
tween parts and sections. But the other volume of our 
manuscript is entitled both the sixth part and sixth section 
of the anthology. Like the third section, it begins with an 
introduction (hasmala and khu{ba) and table of contents. 
Consequently, either the parts and sections should corre
spond to each other. or the discrepancy was fixed by the 
sixth section. 
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We can conclude from the preceding that despite some con
fusion over terms, Kitllh nathr al-durr consists of seven 
sections equipped with independent introductions; manu
script repositories contain sections one through four, while 
sections five and seven have not been discovered anywhere. 
Only the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies has a unique copy of the sixth section [20]. 

The two volumes of the manuscript differ in their exter
nals. Nonetheless. they were apparently created at the same 
time. are pa11 of a single set. and have the same history. They 
are not dated, but they go back to approximately the late thir
teenth - early fou11eenth century and come from Syria. 

The first and last folios of both volumes bear dated 
notes by several readers of the manuscript. In one volume 
we find notes by: a reader whose name is illegible with the 
date 928 ( 1522 ); a certain ·All b. · Abd al-Qadir al-HarawT 
from 930 ( 1524 ); Mu~ammad Sukaykir al-DimishqT [21] 
with the date Sha'ban 985 (October 1577) (two years 
before his death); a certain As'ad from 1083 (1672) and 
a certain Yahya (") al-DadTkhT from I 126 ( 1714 ). The other 
(with the sixth section) contains notes by a ce11ain Najm 
al-Din (the second part of the name is illegible) with the 
date 988 ( 1580). a native of Aleppo, l;lusayn b. 'All from 
I 052 ( 1642). and several others. 

The French ambassador in Syria, J. L. Rousseau ( 1780-
1831 ). a noted collector of manuscripts, acquired the manu
script at the beginning of the nineteenth century, apparently 
in Aleppo; together with his collection. it found its way to 
St. Petersburg's Asiatic Museum (today the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies) in 1819. The first 
mention of it in print belongs to J. L. Rousseau himself [22] 
and the Academician Dom [23]. It was investigated in more 
detail by I. Krachkovsky: in the third section of Kitiih nathr 
al-durr ( fols. 143b- I 50b) he discovered an abridged re
daction of lbn al-Mu'tazz's anthology Kitllh al-iidllh and 
used the manuscript when publishing this text [24 ]. 

Both volumes of the manuscript are in a good European 
binding of board with a leather back. Folio dimensions 
for the second volume are 25.3 X 18.0 cm; it contains 233 
folios. Eastern pagination by 10-folio quires has not been 
preserved throughout. but it is easy to ascertain that four 
quires - 40 folios - arc missing at the beginning. The pa
per is Eastern. thick. glossy. and yellowish. The first and 
last folios were restored. but it has been well preserved 
elsewhere and is easily read. 

Folio dimensions for the sixth volume are 
27.0 x 18.0 cm. It contains 174 folios (the pagination in 
Fraehn's hand mistakenly indicates 173 folios). Judging by 
various traces in the upper left corner of folios 70, 80, 90. 
I 00. and 120. Eastern pagination by quire existed earlier. 
The text. 15 lines per page. is written in black Indian ink in 
large beautiful naskh. but of a different type than that found 
in the second volume. with free, bold roundings and exten
sions of final letters; between fols. 11 12 and 19 - 20. 
there arc lacunae totalling some 20 folios; one or two folios 
at the end have been lost; fol. I is pasted. the lower leti cor
ner of fol. 12 is torn off; this volume differs in paper from 
volume II. it is of worse quality. non-glossy and apparently 
for this reason suffered more from dampness. as it is diffi
cult to read in places. 

Such are the external data for the manuscript. As 
concerns the anthology's content. it presents numerous 
examples of eloquence, wit, verhal resourcefulness, and 
well-chosen words and expressions in the form of small 

stories, proverbs, sayings, aphorisms, and apt questions and 
answers for various circumstances in life. The heroes in 
these are drawn from a broad array of both legendary and 
historical figures. The author borrowed his material from 
varied sources, the vast written literature in Arabic, and the 
riches of Arab folklore. usually without encumbering the 
narration with notes or an enumeration of transmitters. 
Al-AbT's work differs from many other anthologies in the 
preponderance of prose and relatively small number of 
poetic verses. The anthology is well thought through: its 
material is grouped thematically. A list of the chapters in 
the two volumes of our manuscript provides a good sense 
of the themes touched on and the work in general. 

Volume II begins with the words:~ -.!~ ~..> J[] 
__,.,.WI ("A man said to 'Amru ibn al-·A~ ... "), which is 
evidently a continuation of the sixth chapter of the second 
section, entitled "Witticisms of the distinguished and 
noble". The titles of the four succeeding chapters match the 
titles given in the catalogue of Leiden manuscripts. 

Chapter 7 (fol. 25a ). "Another chapter about apt 
answers of a jocular nature". 

Chapter 8 (fol. 34a). "Anecdotes about false prophets". 

Chapter 9 (fol. 38b). "Anecdotes about Medinans". 

Chapter I 0 (fol. 47a). "Anecdotes about hangers-on 
and gluttons". 

On fol. 66b, the second section ends and the third 
begins; the latter consists of 13 chapters: 

Chapter I (fol. 69a). "Utterances of Mu'awiya ibn Abu 
Sufyan and his children''. 

Chapter 2 (fol. 87a). "Utterances of Marwan ibn al
l;lakam". 

Chapter 3 (fol. 105a). "Utterances of the Hashimite 
caliphs" (in the table of contents: 'Abbasid -A. Kh. ). 

Chapter 4 (fol. 151 a). "Utterances of several Umayyads". 

Chapter 5 (fol. I 58a). "Witticisms of the descendents 
of al-Zubayr". 

Chapter 6 (fol. I 67b ). "Anecdotes about Abu-I-' Ayna' 
and his speech". 

Chapter 7 (fol. I 86b). "Anecdotes about Muzabbad". 

Chapter 8 (fol. I 95a). "Anecdotes about Abu-1-Harith, 
the sycamore". · 

Chapter 9 (fol. 197b). "Anecdotes about al-Jammaz". 

Chapter 10 (fol. 20la). "Anecdotes about madmen". 

Chapter 11 (fol. 21 Oa). "Anecdotes about misers". 

Chapter 12 (fol. 221b). "Utterances of swindlers and 
their ilk and anecdotes". 

Chapter 13 (fol. 228a). "The inability of fools to 
express themselves and their correspondence (conversa
tions - A. Kh. )". 

Volume (and section) VI: 

Introduction (fols. I b-3b). 

Chapter I (fol. 3b). "Witticisms from eloquent utter
ances and speeches of the Arabs". 

Chapter 2 (fol. I Oa). "Wisc utterances of the Arabs" (an 
excerpt from this chapter and its conclusion coincide with 
lacunae - A. Kh. ). 
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Chapter 3. "Prayers and requests of the Arabs" (only in 
the table of contents; the beginning of the chapter was lost 
in a lacuna -A. Kh.). 

Chapter 4 (fol. 27a). "Sayings of the Arabs". 

Chapter 5 (fol. 60a). "Stars, the appearance and disap
pearance of stars in the firmament and the stations of the 
moon as understood by the Arabs". 

Chapter 6 (fol. 91 a). "Incantations of soothsayers in 

rhymed prose". 

Chapter 7 (fol. 95b). "Animals of the Arabs". 
Chapter 8 (fol. 11 Ob). "Bequests of the Arabs". 

Chapter 9 (fol. I 22a). "Names for horses among the 
Arabs". 

Chapter 10 (fol. 133b). "Names for swords among the 
Arabs". 

Chapter 11 (fol. 138b). "Anecdotes about the Bedouin". 

Chapter 12 (fol. 151 a). "Folk sayings". 
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Chapter 13 (fol. I 56a). "Anecdotes about drunkards 
and drunks". 

Chapter 14 (fol. 160b). "On lying". 

Chapter 15 (fol. I 66b ). "Anecdotes about shameless 
jokers". 

Chapter 16 (fol. 171 a). ''Anecdotes about passing wind". 

On fol. I 74b, the text breaks off on the phrase: Jl9 

.i..~ .:.H .i..~ ~ .sh..1 ~ ("One of them said that 

(one day) I went to see Yazld ibn Yazld ... "). 

The anthology Kitiih nathr a/-durr by al-A bl is of great 
interest to all those interested in the classical literature 
of the Arabs. The St. Petersburg manuscript can serve 
as an important aid in publishing the text of the work and 
investigating it from a viewpoint of the history of Arab 
literature. 

Notes 

I. Jactll '.' geographisches W6rterhuch. Bd. I. herausgegeben ,·on F. Wustenfcld (Leipzig. 1866). pp. 57-8. 
2. Both of these cities were in the Eastern part of the Jibal province in Iran: Sawa (today Sa we) is to the north, and Abato the south 

of the river Gawmakha (today the Kara-Su). 
3. A famed Buwayhid irnzir (d. 385/995). 
4. In the table of Buwayhid wa:lrs (E. Zambaur, Manuel de genealugie et de chrunologie, Hanover, 1927, p. 215) we find three 

times the name Mul)ammad b. al-l:lusayn with the k1111ya Abo Sa'd. This may be al-Abrs brother. 
5. Lexicon Bihliographicum et Enc',1'l'iopaedirn111 a Haji Kha/fa. ed. A. Fluegel (London. 1852), vi. pp. 300---1, 320 (henceforth, 

Haji Khalfa). 
6. Noted by I. Krachkovsky, sec "Le Kitab al-adab d'lbn al-Mu'tazz" (ed. lgn. Kratchkovsky). Le Mamie Oriental. XVIII (1924). 

p. 68. 
7. "Depiction of the Palace and Refuge of Contemporaries", manuscript BI in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 

Institute of Oriental Studies. fol. 50b (II. 6-20); cf. C. Brockclman. Geschichte der Arahischen Littera/ur. Supplementband I (Leiden, 
1936---1937), p. 593. 

8. Brockelman lists this work as a source on al-Abt, but it was unavailable to me. 
9. Manuscript C 679. 

I 0. Ver:eichniss der Arahischen Handschrifien der K6niglichen Bih/iothek w Berlin von W. Ahlwardt (Berlin. 1895). \ii. p. 318. 
11. "Le Kitab al-adab d'Jbn al-Mu'tazz" (ed. Jgn. Kratchkovsky). p. 68. 
12. Haji Khalfa. p. 300. 
13. /hid .. p. 300. 
14. Fihrist al-kutul> al- 'arahirra al-ma!1f'ii~a hi-1-kutuhkhiina a/-khidiH'iva al-mi.yrira Jama 'a/111 ll'O rattahahu A!1111ad al-Mayrihi ll'a 

Mu!wmmad al-Bih!tlll·i (Catalogue of Arabic Rooks Held at the Khedive Egyptian Library Compiled and Organized by Al) mad al-Mayyiht 
and Mul)ammad al-Biblawl) (Mi~1-. 1307). p. 336. 

15. M. F. de Gocjc ct M. Th. Houtsma, Catalogus codirnm arahicorum hihliothccae acadcmiac Lugduno-Batavac, 2nd cdn. 
(Lugduni-Batarnrum. 1888). i. pp. 257-8. 

16. Vcr:eichniss der Arahisc/wn Handschrificn. p. 318. 
17. Catalogue des manuscrits arahes par M. de Slane (Paris, 1883--1895). p. 606. No. 3490. 
18. "Le Kitab al-adab d'Jbn al-Mu'tazz" (ed. lgn. Kratchkovsky), p. 69; V. I. Beliaev. "Arabskie rukopisi v sobranii Instituta 

vostokovedeniia Akademii nauk SSSR" ('"Arab manuscripts in the collection of the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Oriental 
Studies"). Uchenye :apiski lnstituta rnstokovedeni_1·a. VJ (Moscow Leningrad, 1953). p. 90 (call number indicated incorrectly. should 
be C 679). 

19. Ch. A. Owen. "Arabian wit and wisdom from Sa'id al-Abl's Kitab nathr al-durar". Joumal of' the American Oriental Socicti-, LIV 
(1934),pp.240 75. 

20. Mention was recently made in the scholarly literature of the oldest manuscript of the work. held in the Imam al-Ri~ii library in 
Mcshhcd; aside from the date of copying- 565 ( 1169-1170) - no other information was given. Sec Rel'lle de/ 'Jnstitut des manuscrits 
arahes, Ill ( 1957). p. 6. 

21. On him, sec V. Rosen, Notices so111111aires des 11u111uscrits arahes du Musee Asiatique (St. Petersburg. 1881). i. pp.190-3; 
C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arahischcn Littcrature (Weimar, 1898). i, p. 351. 

22. [J. L. Rousseau]. Catalogued 'une collection (Paris, 1817), p. 14. 
23. B. Dorn, Das Asiatisches M1mw11 (St. Petersburg, 1846), p. 207. 
24. "Le Kitiib al-adiib d'Jbn al-Mu'tazz" (ed. lgn. Kratchkovsky). pp. 62-3. 68-9, 72-121. 
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Fig. I. AbO Sa'td (or Abo Sa'd) Man~Or b. al-1,Iusayn al-Abt, Ki1</h nathr al-durr, manuscript C 679, vol. II, fol. I 60a. 




